
Functional add on pouch with straps to secure an extra bag to a carry-on case
PAT. No. 4987908

The pouch can 
secure extra 
bags to a carry-
on  case with the 
two straps !!
PLUS ON 
POUCH is a 
patented carry 
pouch with 
straps Fits iPad perfectly!!

5.Tighten the strap
6.Fasten the 
other strap 
across.

7.Adjust the 
length of the 
straps

8. It’s done!
Easy to carry on the slopes. It can be used as a 

shoulder bag as well!PINK ELEPHANT  Plus On Pouch
4,500 JPY(tax included)   load capacity: 10kg   
Material:polyurethane (main body), SBR(synthetic rubber), 

polyester/ outer fablic  / non-woven fabric
Size: Main body: 20 x 26 x 3.5cm 

Belts on :  Vertical belt     113cm(maximum)    71cm(minimum)
Horizontal belt  124cm(maximum)    81cm(minimum)
Handle sliding opening width     19.5cm
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4. First, place the belt on 
the top of the carry-on and 
put an extra bag on the 
case.

1. Lift up the 
handle of the 
carry-on case

2.Bind the 
handle wrap on 
the handle 
(optional item)

3.secure  the Plus 
On Pouch to the 
handle bar of the 
case. 
(The pocket side 
should be facing 
your side)

Makes it easy to secure an extra bag to your case!!
This functional pouch with the cross straps can secure bags down easily by sliding into the 
handle of the case!
・Easily able to hold any bag size with the adjustable cross straps!
・The pouch's cross belts secure a bag onto the case tightly!
・Handy as a back pocket when it’s set on the case!
・Can be converted to waist bag or shoulder bag!
・Compact design allows the cross straps to be stored in the pouch!
・Can be used on a carrying cart!
・Available in various colors to coordinate with the optional handle wrap(sold separately)!

A dust bag 
included.

Versatile for 
unexpected 
usage!

Pink dot


